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SUMMARY

Problem

The objective or this study was to evaluate a computer assisted performance training carrel which was

developed inhouse at the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory. Technical Training Division, Lowry

AFB, Colorado. The evaluation was realized by using the training carrel to deliver the troubleshooting

fundamentals lesson from the Lowry AFB Technical Training Center's Electronic Principles Course. This

report provides the documentation for the software necessary to present this course by controlling all

.required interaction between the student, a PDP-I I minicomputerHhe PLATO system (via 'a PLATO

terminal in the carrel) and a low-cost simulator. The hardware necessary to perform this task, and the

subsequent course evaluation are described in ARIRL-TR-76-62 (I) and AFI-IRLTR-76-62 (III), respec-

tively.

Apprqach

The progranuning was divided into two main parts, one part written in TUTOR for the PLATO
system. and one part written in machine language for the PDP-I I. A second division was made between
those parts of the program which were course specific, and those parts which were used for communication

betwcen the two computers.

Results

All of the simulation was done in the PDP-4 I using tables of actual circuit values. The Standard

Digital Equipment Corporation floating point package was used to do the arithmetic required to convert
these values to meter deflections for the PSM-O'multime ter in the simulator. The PLATO computer was

used for all of the testing. rentediation, and monitoring functions in the course presentation. The bulk of

textual material in the course ;,,fts presented with the use of a study guide to avoid using expensive

computer resources for a task better performed by using textual material. The TUTOR language had no
provisions for interrupting a program with an external event, which forced considerable interaction between
those parts of the program which were course specific, and those which were program specific.

Conclusions

.4 The developed software adequately susppmed the evaluation program and provided insight to future

tediniques which Could be employed for reliable instructional sequences. In addition, the program modules

necessary to transfer data between the PDP- II . the simulatot and the PLATO system were developed.
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SOFTWARE FOR PERFORMANCE TRAINING CARREL

I, INTRODUCTION

This system is designed to demonstrate and test the feasibility or using the performance training
carrel for instructing students in the principles of electronics troubleshooting fundamentals using the PSM-6
multimeter. This course is normally taught as book 38 of the Electronic Principles course at Lowry
Technical Training Center (LTT('), The system is designed to operate using the following hardware and
software configuration:

lardware: PLATO-IV central computer (currently at University or

Performance Training Carrel equipped with
Slide Projector
PLATO-IV terminal
DRI buss system
8k PDP-I 1/10 minicomputer
PSM-6 simulator

Software: Slide set
Set of Circuit Boards
Study Guide and Workbook
TUTOR program (CAMILI)
PDP-I 1 program

This report is designed to provide operating instructions For the entirj system, and to describe the program
items listed previously. The following program descriptions assume that the reader is reasonably proficient
in the use of the TUTOR language and PDP-I 1 assembly l:mguage.

II. TUTOR PROGRAM

The TUTOR program is designed to be used in conjunction with the study guide and workbook. The
student starts the course by logging in at the carrel. Ile will be given an introduction to the system, then
directed to the study guide. lie is then directed to use the carrel, where he will be directed back to the
study guide when he has completed the interactive instructional sequence. This is repeated as often as
necessary. While the student is slipposed to be working in the study guide, the PLATO display will, be
showing an index frame, which shows the areas of the course and which areas have been completed. An area
of the course may consist of a ('AI question, a slide presentation, or a performance training sequence using
the PSM-0 simulator. Several areas may be executed during one instructional sequence. Any of the areas, as
well as five unlisted maintenance areas, may be accessed from the index display by pressing the letter
corresponding to the desired area.

The regular instructional sequence has no options other than the options common to all TUTOR
functions. However, while in the index display, five diagnostic areas are available in addition to the course
areas listed. To enter one of these areas, press the letter corresponding to the area listed in Table I. To exit
any of these segments. press -BACK-, which will return the ptogram to the index display.

Table I. CAMILI Diagnostics Index

v) Alignment grid for touch panel :Ind slide projector
w) PDP-1 I/PLATO data transfer using SIM
x) PDP-1 1 /PLATO data transfers using SIMLA.

Y) PDP-1 1 /PLATO single data word transfers
z) Display slides

Other than the program structuring mentioned previously, this program does not have any complex
data structures. The variables used in the program, and their meanings. arc listed in Table 2.



Variable Name

Table 2.. CAMILI Variable Names

Segment Name Description

iii byt( ) err Error code from PDP-1 1.

by t( 2) read Value sent to D/A by PDP-1 1 for meter reading.

byt(3) sec Time in seconds (mod 256) since PDP-1 1 program
was started.

byt(4) probes Probe locations. Refer to PDP-11 Program Descrip-
tion for explanation of how this variable is coded.

by t( 5) funrang Function/range switch settings.

byt(0) scliem Circuit board number from PDP- l 1.

byt(7) Not used.

n2 byt(8) lasterr Value of err from previous measurement.

byt(9) red Test point number for red probe

by t( 10) black Test point number fur black probe.

byt( ) ludone Area number for last course area completed.

byt( 1 2) sch Circuit board nunber set by SIM call.

byt(13) k Counter used by SIMUL to fill by t(1) through
byt(6).

by t( 14 ) malf Malfunction code set by SIM call.

n3 keycode Internal value of key pressed during SIMUL (- I if
no key was pressed).

n4 toe Display panel location for SIM displays, set by SIM
call.

n5 udone(n) A "1" in udone(n) indicates that arca n has been
completed.

NO,7 vincas(n) Used to record which voltage measurements have
been made. If vmeas(n)= I, then a voltage meas-
urement has been taken such that PROBES = 2 *
(n- 1).

vineas(1) Set to 1 when a visual inspection has been made.

n6 volts Used to access the first 60 positiqns of vmeas.

n8,9 rmeas(n) Used to record which resistance measurements
have been made. If rmeas(n) = 1, then a resistance
measurement has been taken such that PROBES
= 2 * n.

n8 ohms Used to access the first 60 positions of rmeas.

nI0 tp(n) Used to record which test points have been used in
making measurements. If tp(n) = I then a measure-
ment has been made with either the red or the
black probe in TPn.

1110 .tps Used to access all tp(n) positions simultaneously..

8
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P1)P-I1 PItoCItAM

. The PDP-1 I program reads the status of the simulator every 60th of a second, controls the lights and
meter readings, and informs the TUTOR program whenever a new reading is made. The PDP-11 uses tables

of values for each possible measureMent to calculate the correct reading.

The program is event-driven by the line clock. When a zero transition is detected on the power line, a
program interrupt occurs, and the program will interrogate the first word of the PSM-6 status register. The
response from the PSM-6 causes an interrupt, which is used to read the status into the P1W-11, and
interrogate the second status word. This procedure will be repeated until all three status words have been
read into the PDP-11. The three status words are then compared with the status words whMi were read into
the computer during the previous 60th of a second, and the status is ignored unless the words are identical.
When two identical status readings occur, they are compared with the status readings used for the last.set of
PSM-6 meter readings. If no change has occurred, no new calculations are made. However, if a change has
been made, then the new meter readings are calculated, using data from- the various tables. The meter
reading is not sent out inunediately after it is calculated, but is stored in the PSM-6 output data word
(PSM-6E), where it will be sent out with .the following status interrogation. Hence there is a delay of
approximately I/20th of a second from the time the probe or switch position is changed until the time the
meter reading changes; the events are summarized as follows.

(PSM-6 status changes)
1st line clock: Read status, no further action.
2nd line clock: Read status, compute new meter reading.
3rd line clock: Change meter reading when PSM-6 is interrogated.

Whenever a new reading is taken (removing the probes from the circuit is not considered to be a new
reading), the TUTOR program will he notified. This is controlled by the portion of the program which is
not interrupt driven, since the transfer of the information about the reading takes several seconds. Since
interrupts are invisible to the main program, the interrupt portion of the program signals that a new reading
has been made by setting bit 15 of a PDP-11 variable which also contains tIte error character. The actual
data transfer from the PDP-11 to TUTOR is performed by an interrupt-driven routine which will be
described in the TUTOR/PDP-11 program interface description.

There are three tables .for the meter readings relating to each malfunction. The first is a list of
addresses for the second set of tables, ordered by circuit board number. The second table contains informa-
tion about the circuit 'board, namely a list of addresses for the third set of tables, ordered by malfunction
number, and a list of test point numbers, ordered by node numbers. The third table contains the offset to
the resistance portion of the table, followed by the voltage portion of the table and the resistance portion
of the table. The two words preceding the start of this table are the indicator values for power on and off,
and a pointer back to the node number portion of the second table.

All numeric entries in the tables for volts and ohms, and for full-scale and mid-scale meter readings,
consist of only the high.order word of the standard PDP-11 floating-point format.

The PDP-11 program has a diagnostic feature which is operated from the switch register. Switch
register bit assignments are:

bit 15 = I:

bit 15 = 0:

Use tEe switch register bits 0-3 for the
mall unction code. Print the diagnostic
information shown below whenever a new
measurement is made.

The malfunction code is obtained from
PLATO. The teletype will print a single
(non-printing) character each time a new
measurement is made.

.bit 3 = I: Simulator off-line. Also force recalculation
if bits 0-2 = 7.

9
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bits 0-2: Malfunction code:

(This is only code good for all

All unused malfunction codes
a) both lamps off
b) all voltages zero
c) all resistances z.ero
d) probes = 2.

o is normal circuit conditions.
1 is the first malfunction,
ckt bds,)
2 is second malfunction.
will show

The PDP-11 diagnostic printout consists of 9 bytes, the rust 6 of which are also sent to PLATO. Each byte
is displayed as 3 octal digits:

Error code:

X X X

6.
ttl

4E'

=0 means
x=1 means
y=0 means
y=1 means
y=2 means
y=3 means
y=4 means
y=5 means
y=6 means

xxx Ofr xxx Oxx Oxx xxx
uu , ,a a,

in em ...., - o l
cs.1

o =e 'A
co a E e e >

.,..,
GI

tJ a,
C4

u
r3 <e- o

.... cn co -u cf,e == ---.
co

'g
..=0

no error has been detected,
an invalid function or range has been used.
no error other than above has beep detected.
the reading is downscale. -
the wrong scale has been selected (reads too far to left).
the wrong scale has been selected (reads too far to right).
an attempt has been made to read voltage with the power off.
an attempt has been made to read resistance with the power on.
an attempt has been made to read resistance without zeroing the

ohm= ter.
y=7 should never occur.

PROBES: This is a code composed of both the red and black test point numbers. combined tO allow access
to a linear table in the PDP-1 1 . The elements of the table are arranged with the first entry being the one for
the red probe in TPI and the black probe in TP2, the second entry with the probes reversed, etc., as shown
in the following diagrams:

Black TP Black TP
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 0 2 6 16 0
a 2 4 0 12 -- or, dividing by )

1 0
-pj 3 10 14 0 26 4: '1:1 3 3 0
c4 4 20 24 30 0 t=4 4 4 5 6 0

The last diagram above illustrates hoW the value is generated. The lower triangular portion of the array is
numbered from left to right, beginning with the second row. These values are then multiplied by, two. The
upper part of the array -is similarly numbered from .top to bottom, beginning-with the second column and
values are then multiplied by two. However. one is subtracted tti distinguish them from the lower number
sequence. Finally, all of the numbers are doubled so that the PDP-11 can use them as word offsets in its
tables. The formulae are:

R .GT. B: .PROBES = 2 * ((R-l)*( R-2) + 2 * B))
R PROBES = 2 * 0B-1MB-2) + 2 * R 1)
R .EQ.13: PROBES = 0

where R is the test point number for the red probe, and B is the test point, number for the black probe.



Funetion/Range: Mese two digits indicate the PtiM.6 switch settings as rollows:

Sehematic: 2 * (circuit
nodes means die value
points, rather than the
node numhers are:

function switch
(1: Not used
I: 100 VA

DUniA
3: ohms
4: DCV - 20 k /v
5: DCV - I k /v
0: A('y
7: OUTPUT

range switch
0: Not used
I: .5
2: 2.5 / xl

/x10
4: 50 / x 00
5: 250 / x1000
6: 500 / x I 0000
7: I 000

hoard number) 4 ( I if power switch is ON, else 0) Red and black nodes: 'Flie term
which is returned by the simulator hardware, and corresponds to the physical test
test point limiters on the circuit boards, which are always called "test points," The

0 = prohe not touching anything
= probe touching, simulator chassis

2= probe touching the other probe
37 = invalid code

The other nodes are on the simulator chassis and are arranged in the following pattern:

7 14 2(1

10 15 11 27 33

4 II In 30 34
12 17 24 31 35

13 20 32 3n

IV. TUTOR/PDP.I I PROGRAM INTERFACE DESCRIPTION

Because of transmission problents, data may fail to be passed in either direction. Hence the interface
between the two programs contains a considerable degree of redundancy. Whenever the PDP-I I is runnit.b.
the PDP-1 I will accept and-process data received .from TUTOR. However, TUTOR will only accept data
front the PDP-I 1 when the ENABLF: comMand has been given; i.e.. when the program is executing the
SIMUL section of the program. Typically; the TUTOR program enters the S1MUL section before a reading
is made. As soon as SIMUL is entered, a word is sent to the PDP-I 1 specifying the malfunction to be used
and the desired byte ( the first) Of informatinn to be returned to TUTOR. When a measurement is made, the
requested byte of information is sent ha,1: to TUTOR. TUTOR then requests the second byte of informa-
tion, and it is returned. etc. until all six by tLs of information about the measurement have been transferred.
Since any one of these transfers may fail due to noise on the Wlephone line, TUTOR will wait one-second
after it has sent a request for data, and if no-response is obtained, will send another request. This process
will continue until a response is obtained. TUTOR sends a code to the PDP7I 1 to quit sampling the PSM-6
whenever the first hyte of data is received from the PDP-1 I . This is done to give the student feedback about
when he can and cannot make measurements by turning the ON-LINE light off. The PDP-I I will not
modify the data being- transmitted or the meter setting (even though the probes may be moved) until all of
the data has been transmitted. Any actionS made while data is being transferred (except the last) are not
recorded.

V. INSTRUCTIONS FOR OPERATING TIIE CARREL

TO BEGIN:

Turn ON the DRI buss circuitry using the toggle switch located on the card nest at the back of the
carrel.



lion ON the PI A I O.IV terminal;

AppI powet tong tire ro,.ket ssitclr d ott thc.pancl rut IheriOit side of the hack of the
upper pail of the car tel.

. Activate the ter nirt ii hy 'messing the power.fail override button located Mst below the wain
powel IeLl. The hordet of the display paYd .should light;

Reset the terminal's error ciicaitry hy pressing the red, then the white unmarked rocker
switches.

Turn ON the NW-II computer located under the front of the carrel,

I. All ot the swilaes must he even with the trim on the front panel.

'Ititn the key.opei Med power switch ON hy turning it one-quarter turn cloekwise,

3. The MIN kidicator shoukl now he hghted. If it is not, then:

a. Press LOAD ADDRFSS,
h. PresS START.

10(i onto the TUTOR system.

-10 Ot II I

Press SI OFT-STOP until the message "Press NFXT to hegin" appears.

Turn MI' th 1DP-11 hy turning the key-operated power.switch counterclockwise to its limit.

Turn OFF the N ATO terminal using the 'rocker switch located on .the hack panel.

:him OFF the DR1 huss circuitry using the togy,le switch on the card nest.

10 provide the programmer with debugging facilities, the PDP-1 I program operates with the 10X
restart capability enahled so .that pressing CNTR1.-P should return the program to ODT-I 1 x. Refer to
DFC-I I XPTSA-A-D for instruction on use Of OIYF.

It I'. FERENCFS

Kargo, DAV., & Steffen, D.A . Performance training carrel Pr electronics principles course. AFIIRL-TR-76-
h2 (I). Lowry A111. CO: Technical Training 'Division. Air Force [Inman Resources Laboratory.
September

West. A.S,. Wasinuntlt, Lam,. A.F., Steffen, D.A.., & iiHer, G.G. Performatwe training carrel
cralnation. ALI IRL-TR-76-62 OW. Lowry AF13, CO: Technical Training Division, Air.Force Human
Resources Lahoratory_ in press.
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APPENDIX A: PDP-I I FLOW CHART

This now :chart for the. PDP-1 I. program for the PSM-6 simulator includes only those parts of the

PDP-I I program in the section titled "PSM-6" which actually activate the. meter. The other portions .of the
program are coded such .that a reasonably experienced prugrammer would have no serious difficulties
understanding the program.

1 3



RTI

RTI

NO

YES
CALC. WHICH TABLE
TO USE AND WHICH
LIGHTS TO USE

RT

P4$ L02.

NO

YES

YES
1P4g L03:

P4B LO 7.

YES YES

NO P40 L05

RTI

RTI DC MA 100:
DCMA1

OHMS

CV:

ard.1 ERR

2.-orD/A 0
ERR - I 0

Figure A-I. PDP-II flow chart.
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D/A -0 0
ERR -0 10

GET RESISTANCE
FROM TABLE

CALC. D/A VALUE

D/A -0--177
ERR -.6-- 5

ERR --0-2

ERR-Q-3

RT I

Ngure PDP-II flow chart (continued)

1 5
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RT I

Figure A-I. P1M-11 flow chart (continued)
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mPENDr: It Tu ToR 11.01N CI IA RT

This flow chart is presented in an outline form which is intLnded to ccnvey only the general flow of
the program. Anyone desiring to acquire a detailed understanding of the program slu,uld use the flow chart

Ill ctinjunction with the program listings.

The following notational conventions are used:

I. TUTOR commands are given in upper case: e.g., UNIT. SLIDE. etc. UNIT labels are given in

lower case:e.g., fri r refers to Frame I Remedial.

2. The instructional areas are used to block the flow chat t. Each AREA command is indicated by

the corresponding lower-case designation used in the index display. followed by the AREA label.

3. A phrase in single quotes. is a text which will be displayed on the plasma panel. In most
cases, the actual text displayed has beep condensed to shorten the flow chart.

4. A phrase in double quotes. is a student response for TUTOR to match. Note that TUTOR
allows various different forms of answers synonymous with . the one given. Each of these answers is
preceded by the associated TUTOR judgment (ok, no. wrong). Remember that, in general. TUTOR requires

an OK judgment before exiting the ARROW loop.

5. A phrase in parentheses. ( J. is a description of a condition which must he satisfied before the
subsequent code is executed. Subsequent code is indented more than the outer block.

6. An equal sign following a I WIT or DO unit label is used to describe a unit which consists of
only a single slide. For example. 11ELP frl r = SLIDE 29, means unit frl r will only showslide 29.

7. Endsect (m,n) is used at the end of an instructional area to mark area n as complete for the

index display. If m is shown as a number, then the program will actually call the unit labeled "endsect- and
the message "Continue reading in your manual at page m- will be displayed. If m is shown as a hyphen.
then the program .coding is different, and the student will not see the above message.

S. SIM(m,n) specifies a program call on the unit labeled "sim,- which activate-s the PSM-6

simulator, and provides general remedials for several kinds of errors (Le.. wrong function

or scale. probes reversed. power switch settings which are not appropriate for the kind of
measurement beingl made, ohms not zeroed, wrong circuit board, and measurements made before
making a visual inspection). The schematic board used is to be number in, and n is the number for
the 'malfunction which will be used. In the program. the calls on SIM include a third argument. loc.
which is used to specify where messages are to be displayed.

9. A pair of numbers in parentheses. (m,n) is used to specify a measurement made with the red

probe at test point m and the black probe at test point 11. When resistance measurements are being made.

the.program contains provisions to allow for probe reversal.

.

The flow chart for the units SIM and SIMUL are shown in the conventional manner following
the main flow chart (Figures BI and 132). These units are used to connect the TUTOR code with the

PDP-I I (SIM) and to give the student certain common types of remediation (SIMUL).

1 7
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ERR-n-100
KEYCODE-w- I

WRITE SIMULATOR ON

1 ERR

ANY
ERRORS

NO

YES ERASE
MSGS;
MODE

WRITE

HIS
ERROR
SAME AS
LAIST

LAST ERR -ERR

REWRITE SIMULATOR ON,
EXIT NO ERR

2 or 3

DO SIMUL.

REWRITE OFF DA
0 or

120
7

3 ERR
PAUSE 1

DO REREAD

DO VISREM
KEYCODE-.-- -I

DATA

K 0
DOREMEDIAL
BASED ON ERR

YES

ORRE
CKT. BD.?

YES

1 MEAS.

DO SCHREM

(11)-
1 RETRY

DO RETRY
KEYCCDE-.-- -

HA
KIND OF

EASUREMENT

DO OHMSREM

* RETRY BOXES ERROR MESSAGE WAITS
FOR RESPONSE,THEN ERASES MESSAGE

* K IS SET TO 1 BY SOME REMEDIALS 70
INDICATE THAT ERROR HAS BEEN IGNORED

VOLTS

V MEAS

OTHER

OHM

Figure B-1. SIM flow chart
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SIMUL

ENABLE
K I

KEYCODE I

MALF - RIGHT 3 BITS

2 LABEL

TIMEUP

KEY
FROM

EXT.

YES

KEY
FROM
TOUCH

K K I

MALF-MALF+oI0 KEYCODE*KEY

END
OF

SEQ

IN

EXT SEQ

RED INT( A/PROBES/2 -3/4 + 3/2 )
BLK-..- INT( PROBE5/2-(red- 0(red-2))

BLK

ODD

FIRST
SIM CALL

7

VALID
DATA

7

AUDIO o 202 DO REREAD

Figure 13-2. SIMUL flow chart
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MAIN FLOW CHART

(a) QUEST 1 & 2

UNIT fr I -BACK index-HELP fr1r=SLIDE 29
'What are the 2 steps to any troubleshooting job?'
Question la:

ok "find fault"- proceed to question lb.
wrong --"cause"-*That is second part'
wrong -"visual"-*That is first of three steps'
NO-Try again'

Question I b:
ok-"cause" -proceed to fr3
NO-*Try again'

UNIT fr3 BACK index-FIELP ft3r=SLI DE 31
'What are the 3 steps in troubleshooting?'
Question 2a:

ok-"visual"-proceed to question 2b
wrong--"volts" or "ohms" 'That is not the first step'
NO. 'Try again'

Ques(ion 2b:
. ok "volts" proceed to question.2c

wrong- "ohms" -*That is second kind of measuremoit'
wrong "meter checks" -*What kind of meter checks?'
NO- .'Try again'

Question 2c:
ok "ohms" -endsect (6. I )
NO 'Try again'

.(b) OPENS

UNIT fr4 SLIDE 1 -BACK index.
UNIT fr5- SLIDE 2-BACK fr4
UNIT 1r6 SLIDE 3 -BACK fr5
UNIT 1r7-SLIDE 4 -BACK fr6
UNIT fr8-SLIDE 5-BACK fr7

PAUSE 20: endsect (8.2)

(c) SIIORTS

UNIT fr9 -SLIDE 6 BACK index
UNIT fr1O-SLIDE 7 -.BACK fr9
UNIT fr 1 1- SLIDE 8.-BACK fr 1 0

PAUSE 20: endsect (10.3)

(d) CKT 1 -1

UNIT frI6 SLIDE 13-BACK index
Force measurement of 28v across (4.1) using sim ( 1 . 1).

UNIT 1r17 -SLIDE 14 --BACK fr16
UNIT -fr18.-NOSLIDE.---BACK fr17

Force measurement of Ov across (3.2) tiing sun ( 1.1).
UNIT fr19 NOS LI DE- BACK fr18

Force measurement of 28v across (2.1) using sim (1.1).
PAUSE 5: endsect (11.4)

2 0
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(e) CKT 2-1

UNIT fr20 SLIDE 15 BACK index
Force measurement of 12.5v across (2. 1) using shn (2. I).
PAUSE 2p endsect (13. 5)

(1) CKT 2-2

UNIT 1121 NOSLIDE BACK index.
Force measurement 25v :moss (3. 2) itsini2. sim (2. 21.

UNIT 1r2 I a ,NOSLIDE BACK index
Force ineasurement Ov across 12. |>uuixg sum (2. 21.
Endsect (16. 6)

(g) QUEST 3 & 4

UNI:T 1.1.22 SLIDE 16 BACK index DELI' Cr2.2r=SLIDE 17
ok "h- DO remedial if requested: proceed to 6.23.
wrong "a- or "c- or "d- DO remedi;,1
NO 'Answer a. h. c, or i

UNIT 1.123 SLIDE 18 BACK index 11.E.L1) fi23r=SLIDE.
ok "d- DO remedial if requested: end:ect (-. 7): proceed to fr24.
wiong "a- 01 "h ol "C- DO remedial.
N) 'Answer a. h. c. or d'

h

UNIT fr24 BACK index 'Nlount cilettit ho4 d =3'
UNIT fi 26 SLIDE 20 BACK 1).24

Foice measin einem of 6.3v across DS, (6 5) using sim
Force measuren--mt of 10.8v across Ri 2. I) using sim (3. 0).
Foice measmement of 10.8v across :15., 2) using sim (3, 0):
Foice measuiement of 10.(h acros,; R., (3. I) using sim (3. 0):
Force measurement of 2.0v across DS, (4.3) using shn (3, 0).
Eiirce measurement of 10.0v across R4 ( 5. 4) using sum (3. 0).
Force. measurement of 21.7v across parallel network (.5. ) using sim 0).
Endsect I-. 81: shnoff: GOTO fr33

it CKT 3-1

UNIT 633 . SLIDE 2G BACK fr24 'Now find malfunction'
UNIT ft33a SLIDE 20 HELP fr3311

Wait for answer using sini (3. 11:
ok "DS, shorted- endsect (-. 91:JUN11) fr34
wrong ")S, open- DO remopens:JUN11) fr331)
NO JUNW fr33h

UNIT ft 336 SLIDE 21 I IELP via BASE
Force measurement of Ov across DS, (6. 5) using sim (3. 11.
PA(/SE: endsect ( JUMP fr34

0) cKT 3-2

UNIT 1'34 SLIDE '0 BACK index I !ELI' f134a=SLIDE 22
'Find diffetent malfunction% Wait for answer using sim (3. 2).

ok "DS, shorted- DO fr346=SLIDE 23 if requested: endseet ( 18. 10)
wiong "RI or "R2- 'explain.. 2:

ong "DS I 'explain.. 2:
wiong "VI open- . .

wrong "R3- or "R4- DO fr34a,=-SLIDE 22.
open 'explain.. 2:

'shun t 2:
long -DS2 open- DO ieniopens

NO 'Fly again'

19
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(1) QUEST 5

UNIT fr35- SLIDE 24- BACK index IIE LP fr3S
ok "a- DO fr3S it requested: endsect (21. I 1)
wrong "b" DO fr37. fr3S
\\long "c- or "d" DO fr38
N() 'Answer ;1.1i. e. or d'

UNIT (r37 'NO. . RI was open then ...
UNIT fr3S 'Blown Fuse because of high cm rent because DS. shorted'.

(11 QUEST o

UNI Xi 3') SLIDE 25 BACK index IIELP fr41
oh "a" DO Fr41 if requested: endsect (27. 12)
wrong "b" or "c" or "d" DO 141
NO 6Answer or if

uNIT 101 NOSLIDE 'Think about the symptoms'
PAUSE: SLIDE 20

(m) CKT 4-1

UNIT fr43 SLIDE 27 BACK index
UNIT fr45 NOSLIDE BACK fr43 DATA vissch4

Mouiii ci cml board 4 on carrel'
Foice measurement of 4.tiv across (3. 5) using siin (4.0)
Force measurement of 6.4v across (2. 5) using silil (4. 0)
Force mea'surement or 10v across ( . 5) using sim (4. 0)
Endsect ( -. 131

(n) CKT 4-1

UNIT fr45a NOS EIDE Clear measurement variables.
UNIr. fr45b NOSEIDE BACK index I IEEP fr4S DATA vissch4 BASE

'What is malfunction': Wait for response using sim (4. 1)
"r2 open"

ok ( measured at both TP2 and TP3) JUN1P Fr50
wrong (otherwise) 'Yon can't kiiii\ that'

wrong "R2 short" 1)0 rentopens
wrong "Ivps" DO I vpsreni
NO 'Try again'

UNIT fr48 simoll
(measured at both TP2 and 11)3) .11.1MP Fr4')

(otherwise) JUMP fr4Send
UNIT fr4tiend

(visual inspection not completed) DO vishelp: END help
(visual inspection completed) 'Try vo.tage checks': END help

NIT Fr4') BASE
'You have inade enough measurements to know'
Force measurement or open across R2 (2. 3) using sim (4. I I

wrong "short- 1)0 remmeter
Endsect ( 14): JUMP Fr53

UNIT 1150
(not measured a t either TP2 or TP:) 'You can't know that':

Force measurement of R. (2. 31 using sim (4. 1)
Endsect (-. 141: JUMP 11.53

( 0) CKT 4-2

UNIT 1r53 --NOSEIDE .Clear measurement variables:
'Now Find new inalfunct ion': JUMP 1r53a

" 2
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UNIT fr53a NOSLIDE BACK index I IELP ft4Sx DATA vissch4 BASE
'What is mo!function': Wait for iesponse using sim (4.2)

ok "R2 shorted- JUNIP fr5Ox
wrong "R2 open- DO remopens

ong vps" DO vpsiem
NO 'Try again'

UNI 1 fi4Sx snnolf
( measurements at hoth TP2 and TP3) JUNIP 1'1'54
othcmise I JI !NIP fr48end

UNIT 1130x
(no measuiement ;it either TP2 or .1.1'.1)

knee measmemeni of short across R2 (2.3) using shn (4.2)
wrong "open- DO remmeter

`Good% PAUSE; endsect ( I 5 I: J UNIP fr55
UNIT i.54

have enough measurements to know'
Fince measurement of short across R2 (2.3) using sim (4.2)

wronr, "open- D) ienunetei
I-ndsect 151:JUN11'1'1.55

1p) CKT 5-I

uNri 1'1'55 Clear ineastnement vai tables: 'Nlount circuit board =5'
UNIT fr55a NOSLIDE BACK index 1 IELP fr55help DATA vissch5 BASE.

'What is in:11fmk tion?': Wait I'm response using suill (5. I I

ok "R shorted- JUMP 11.05
wrong "Iruse- DO fr5n
wrong "R open- DO remopens
NO 1 IT again'

UNE!' fr55help
(visual not performed) DO vishelp: END help
( No resistance readings) 'Try resistance measurements': EN1) help
( Resistance o( R I measured) 'You know RI is shorted': END help
(Otherwise)

Force measurement of short across R I ( I . 2) using sim (4.2)
1.vrong "open- DO remmeter

END help
UNIT vishelp 'Try making a visual inspection'
.UNIT fr5o 1:use is only a symptom': PAUSE: JUNP' fr55a
UNIT 11.05

( Resistance R I measured ) 'Good': SLIDE 28: PAUSE: endsect ( |(1)
(Otherwise ) 'You can't know that': PAUSE; JUNIP fr55a

UNIT frohend BACK index
'This is the end of the lesson': END LESSO.N
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